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ASSA ABLOY and J. Larsen Pty Ltd have signed an agreement which will allow
us to distribute the latest high security keying system – Abloy Protec2

Professional Solutions for Ultimate High Security Needs
The world is challenged by mounting security threats in every conceivable sector. Our mission is
to meet these challenges and to provide complete locking solutions for the 21st century’s
marketplace. ABLOY® Protec2 is one more milestone in that mission.
ABLOY® locks and cylinders are chosen worldwide for highly sensitive applications. They are
recognised as the world’s premium high security locking systems, used extensively by private,
commercial and government end users who demand the ultimate in high security.
Security solutions may vary at different premises according to their size and type of business.
But the need for high security system solutions is universal. As an example, the world is
dependent on water, electricity and communications networks. Security in these utilities is
essential for our well being and therefore their protection is vital.
A growing number of applications depend upon the ability to deliver their services 24/7. Any
break or interruption to their service caused by vandalism or physical attack can prove
devastating for the security, health, financial costs and reputation of a facility or an enterprise.
Combining safety, security and convenience is a challenging task so the quality, design and
functionality of the locking system must meet those challenges.
Security threats are not static, nor are the solutions. ABLOY has extensive experience and
expertise in the field of high security locking systems and we can offer you highly secure and
customized solutions.

Secure in every way
In an ABLOY® Protec2 locking system, different products can be keyed into the same master
key system and thus all products can be operated with just a single key. This simplifies your
locking system and key management. The range is wide, there are 1,97 billion different key
combinations providing the possibility to create extensive Master Key systems that fulfil your
exact specifications.
ABLOY® Protec2 is durable and long lasting thanks to its superior design and precision
manufacturing. The unique and patented rotating disc technology provides smooth and reliable
functionality also in extreme environments.
ABLOY® Protec2 can be integrated with electromechanical cliQ-technology. This
electromechanical system is intelligent and highly customizable. It enables flexible and secure
access management, including time functions, into your daily operations. And in case of a lost
or stolen key it can easily be electronically removed. Both the cylinders and keys collect audit
trail of use. cliQ makes things click. It lifts your locking security to a whole new level.
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